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A simple extension of McMillan's mean-field model of the nematic- and smectic-A
phases is reported. Specifically, terms proportional to fourth-order I.egendre polynomials
are included in the mean field. For a reasonable range of parameter choices this mean
field can restrict the most probable directions of the long axis of a molecule in a smectic
layer to a cone with the axis of the cone parallel to the optic axis. This result is related
to recent quadrupole-magnetic-resonance
observations of molecular order, and also to xray experiments which find that the repeat distance of the smectic layers is less than the
all-trans length of the molecule. Finally, a possible connection to recent theories of the
smectic-A —
smectic-C transition is pointed out.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In most theories of uniaxial smectic-A liquid
crystals, it is assumed to be energetically favorable
for the long axes of the rodlike molecules to lie
perpendicular to the planes of the layer structure. '
Experimentally, it is well known that the
optical axis, defining the equilibrium direction no
the w»e ~ector qi q
i no = Il is par»lel
=2m/d, where d is the lattice constant) of the
one-dimensional smectic-A lattice. However, this
experimental observation does not necessarily justify the assumption that the molecules prefer to
oricrlt perpendicular to thc 1RycI's.
Recent x-ray studies
have corroborated earlier
rneasurernents ' of lattice constants in smectics A.
These measurements indicate that in all of the
compounds examined, the layer sparing d is roughly 5 to 20 percent less than the all-trans length (l)
of the molecule under consideration.
The above experimental result (d/I g 1) has been
interpreted in four ways:
(1) The molecules are tilted on the average with
respect to the local director n and are disposed in
each layer to allow uniaxia1 symmetry around
I

I

«

I

I

~ 5, 9, 11,12

'

(2) The end chains of the molecules interdigitate
or overlap in such a manner to reduce d.
(3) Thermally generated gauche rotations or
kinks in the hydrocarbon chain act to reduce the

average length of the molecule and therefore d.
(4) Some combination of (1) through (3).
%e might expect cAects (2) and (3) to be greater
in homologous series which are unsymmetrical in

the number of alkyl groups in the end chains, or
have only one chain. This can be understood if we
assume the short-range ordci 18 lalgcly apolar, and
that the central polarizable groups of the molecules
tend to associate in planes. Then the excess volume due to this asymmetry can be filled by CA'ects
(2) and (3).
In this paper, we present a model for mechanism
(1), namely, the tilting of molecules in a uniaxial
phase. The model is based on an extension to
smectic phases of the Humphries et a/. formalism
for nematics. ' Specifically, me include fourthorder Legendre polynomial terms P4(x) (x =cos8,
with 8 the angle between the optic axis and the
long molecular axis), which have been much discussed in nematics, '
into the mean field for
srnectics. %C find that including P4(x) terms allows, for reasonable parameter choices, the
development of an energy barrier in the mean field
which tends to oppose flopping of the molecule
through the director, or axis of symmetry.
In the model mean-field interaction [Eq. (3)], we
find an energy barrier to fIopping exists. The most
probable directions for the long axes of the molecules are restricted to cones.
%ithin the model,
it is found that the height of the barrier is
enhanced by smectic ordering and that the barrier
can exist in nernatic phases.
In Sec. II, we set up the mean-field model and
develop the ideas of the present section. In Sec.
III, we obtain theoretical isotropic-nematicsmcctic-A phase diagrams which are at least topologically similar to those studied previously. ' On a
representative phase diagram we plot the predicted

'
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regions where the flopping barrier exists. We find
for certain parameter ranges the flopping barrier
can either jump from zero to finite values, or increase continuously from zero. In Sec. IV, we revic%' conclusions of thc model calculations, and 8
connection with recent theories of the smectic-A to
is pointed out. In the
smectic-C transition '
Appendix, a derivation of the mean field is given.

II. MODEL
For uniaxial ncmatic and smectlc systems of
symmetry D„t„wc write for thc onc-particle potential (U1 ) (see Appendix)

where u0 equals the scale of interaction energy per
molecule, and p, n, and I are positive integers. We
have, for identical molecules,
agni

ap]n

Here the optic axis and layer normal coincide and
are put in the z direction, x =cos8, where 8 is the
angle between the optic axis and the long molecular axis, and q =2m/d is the fundamental wave

0[

022 q02

2(

)+

12

a 100
~

a 024 —
a 042 —
a 124 —
a 142 —V&

.

The parameter 5 measures the strength of the
purely translational part of U1 compared to
—
a022 ( a 122). The parameter e controls the total
P4(x) contribution to U1 relative to the P2(x) contribution, and y is nonzero when the two-particle
interactions depending on the orientation of the
vector joining the molecules are included in the
mean field. We restrict our parameter ranges to
e ~ 1, —
0.2 & 5 g 0.5, and y=0 or 1.
In Eq. (3) we have omitted the terms
~

o 102[n02c»(qz)+

a 1/2(x)]

a104[2104cos(qz)+ rl10P4(x)]

—(cos(pqz)P„(x) ) .
2)&„—
The brackets mean 8 self-consistent thermal average with the distribution function
p(z, x) =

e

—U, ykT

where A is the normalization constant, k equals
Boltzmann's constant, and T equals the temperature. U, is given by Eq. (1).
By symmetry the orientation 8 is equivalent to
m
8 so that n and I are even. We assume only
the values p=0, 1 appear in Ui. This assumption
is supported by the x-ray data of Als-Nielsen
etaI. , ' who find the higher harmonics (pg1) do
not contribute to the density wave of octyloxyT)/
cyanobiphenyl (8OCB) when t =(TAN
TAN &0. As I, increases, more harmonics may appear. '9 We will ignore this complication.
We want to consider the diect of the P4(x)
terms on the distribution function of p(z, x) in the
nematic and smectic phases. To do this, the lowest
order terms in Eq. (1) are kept, namely, n, I =0, 2, 4
and p =0, 1. Omitting the constant a000, we have

—

—

1242l 12cos( qz)P4(x )

For simplicity, choose

~

The order

044904 4(x)+o024902P4(x)+o042904P2(x)+~122 ll2cos(qz)P2(x)

+~ 144 l 14cos(qz )P4(x ) +

a122=a022:1

number of the mass density wave.
parameters are defined by

+ & 142 21 14cos( qz)P2

(x ) + & 10021 111cos(qz ) ]

~

The inclusion of these terms in U1, besides increasing the number of parameters, does not significantly alter the following discussion. Wc therefore
omit them. The first term has been included in the
theory of smectics A by Schroeder 0 and by Senbetu and Woo. '
We mant to find the extrema of the mean-field
distribution function p(z, x) as a function of x.
Writing Eq. (3) as

U,

= —Uo[A0(z)P2(x)+A1(z)P4(x)
+5g 10cos(qz)],

+ q 12cos(qz)+ yeq 14cos(qz),
~1(» = &[rloe+ 1'2102
+2114cos(qz)+y21, 2cos(qz)]

.

.

Using Eq. (4), we find the extrema of p(x, z) as a
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function of x:
(6)

or
2
——
Sr

with

r =A~(z)/Ao(z) .

M=F

= — ( U& ) —kT lnA
(g» —0), nematic (go„+0,

Fp—

&

(8)

of the isotropic
—0), and smectic
q~„—

1/2

1
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molecule,

x=0,
3
7

..

(7)

To get x as a solution, we must have r & —0. 3.
For r & —
0. 3, p has an absolute maximum at x=1.
In Fig. 1, we have plotted the distribution function
of x for the special value r =A~(z =0)/Ao(z =0)
= —0.4. This value of r is chosen for the sake of
clarity to accentuate the maximum in Fig. 1. Setting z =0 corresponds to the middle of a layer.
We can define the flopping barrier as Ap

=p(z, x =x ) —
p (z, x =1). Since x is a function of
r =r(z), bp will show the same periodicity as the
density wave. hp may even oscillate between zero
and finite values. The P4(x) terms in U& result
(for e &0) in generally smaller values for the order
parameter rjpp= (Pz(x) ).'

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now solve the self-consistency Eqs. (2a) and
(2b). To do this, we compare the free energy per

O

I

(q„„+0)phases. The phase
with the minimum free energy is the most stable.
Fo is the free energy of the background degrees of
freedom (e.g. , hard-core interactions). To a good
approximation, Fo depends linearly on temperature
so that, in writing dd', a constant volume constraint is implicitly assumed.
Four cases are considered.
(1) y=5=e=O; this gives McMillan's' extension of Maier-Saupe
for the special value of
a &zz —
a = 1. (u is McMillan's parameter. ) The
transition is isotropic
smectic A at J=0.2213.
0. 5&@&0.2; Fig. 2 displays the
(2) y=5=0, —
resulting phase diagram and entropy changes (b, S)
of the N-A and I-A transitions versus e. The
nematic-smectic-A transition is continuous for
e&—
0.46. The similarity with previous I-N-A
phase diagrams is not surprising. However, it is
difficult to relate directly e to molecular structure.
0. 2&5&0.75; this was studied
(3) @=a=0, —
A11 phases of I-N-A
by Photinos and Saupe.
were obtained. Details are discussed in Ref. 22.
0.2&5&0.5), ( —0. 35&a&0); this
(4) y=1, ( —
case is summarized in Fig. 3. The maximum of
the distribution function (x) can move away from
x=1 when e & —0.2. The width of the first-order
N-A region decreases to zero for 5 0.28 and
e= —0.33. The tricritical point' and the triple
point coincide at point P in Fig. 3. Ronis and
Rosenblatt
recently have seen a similar occurrence for a mean-field lattice model for a smectic A with two parameters.

~
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FIG. 1. Distribution function (arbitrary units) of
x = n z =cos0 for the middle of a smectic layer. n is
the director; z is the molecular long axis direction. For
curve A, r =0 and curve B, r = —
0. 4, see Eqs. (4)
through (7).
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FIG. 2. Transition temperatures
=kT/Vo, and enNk)
tropy changes to the smectic phase (in units of Ro ——
vs model parameter e for 5=y=0.
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cylinder system.
Combining these ideas, we may then view the
constancy of d in the A phase as a balance between
energetic and entropic efFects: the energetic effects
favoring tilting, as described within the above
model; and the entropic effects favoring alignment
perpendicular to the layer increasing the inplane
translational entropy, as described in the steric
models.
The discontinuity of t)pp= (P2(x) ) at the N-I
transition (rlpT"') decreases as ~e~ increases (e &0).'
If e=O, gp'q"' —0.429, while, for example, at the
0.2 &=1 5=0) gp'2 —0. 18. This
point (E'= —
reduction in gp'2'"' (T = TN&) is enhanced for yg 0
but is still present for y=O. Deviations of the
model molecules from cylindrical symmetry
can also lower qp2 at the nematic-isotropic transi-

tion.
Other mean-field potentials can display the flopping barrier behavior. For instance, an extension
of Straley's derivation of a D2 symmetry orientational field to a C~~ orientational field allows for
the appearance, in this biaxial field, of a flopping
barrier if the value of the nematic order gp2
However, in view of the large number of order
parameters involved not even including coupling to
the smectic density wave, this approach loses its
practicality.
Measurements of gp4. are to our knowledge not
available for the compounds studied in Refs. 5 and
7. Some references to the experimental techniques
for measuring qp4 are summarized in Table I.
In Refs. 29 through 31 and 11, gp4 was found to
be negative over a portion of the nematic range.
Over the range of parameters investigated, we
found gp4& 0. Prasad and Venugopalan ' along
with Jen et al. have explicitly found q~&0 in a
smectic-A phase, and it is plausible to assume
gp4 & 0 for smectic phases in general.
An observation of the onset of finite 0 has been
made in recent quadrupole magnetic resonance exThe order matrix for uniaxial
periments. '

(1.

TABLE I. Partial list of references of various techniques used to measure

(P2(x))

and

Liquid-crystal

X

29 30 31 30 31

Raman scattering

X ray
Incoherent

neutron

A

scattering

8

8

11

11

phase

B
30

phases measured by these experiments
ed molecules is

C

2797

on deuterat-

SJ = —, (3(n x;)(n xj) —5J ),
where xk are molecular axes. This order matrix
can, of course, be diagonalized by an appropriate
choice of molecular axes. However, it has been
found that the molecular axes which diagonalize
S ~ in the nematic phase are not necessarily the
same axes which diagonalize S ~ in the smectic-A
phase. (For some materials they may be the same. )
In effect, what happens is that the axis which
wants to align with n (at angle 8 with respect to
the long axis of a cylindrical molecule) must be
chosen as a molecular axis in order to diagonalize
S~~. This axis is not unique for the cylindrical
molecules we have chosen to study for simplicity,
but would be for biaxially shaped molecules. Thus,
the off-diagonal order measured in quadrupole
magnetic resonance (QMR) experiments, or
equivalently the angle between the molecular axes
which diagonalize the order matrix in the nematic
and smectic phases is a measure of the angle 8.
Also of particular interest is the result of Ref. 7
that d remains practically constant throughout
both the smectic-A and smectic-C phases
(dq
d~ 27. 7 A). In the B phase the layer spacing jumps to d~ 28. 9 A, which is essentially the
all-trans length of the molecule.
In some current theories of the A-C transi' the existence of tilted molecules in the
tion'
A phase has been assumed. In our model, we
neglect short-range order so that each molecule is
treated as if it makes a random azimuthal angle P
with respect to some axis perpendicular to the
layer normal.
In the A phase we might expect short-range order in the P angles to be important for length
scales less than a characteristic length lz. We can
estimate l~ within a layer from the analogy of the
two-dimensional spin wave XY model to the A-C
transition. ' It is found to be

'

lz

(P4(x))

..

a exp

m.

Ka

(9)

kT

Choosing the elastic constant K-10 dyn (bulk
value), molecular width a
A, and T=300 K,
we get lz -40a =200 A, which is to be regarded as
a lower bound for l~ since interactions between the
layers encourage long-range order to develop in the
P angles both parallel and perpendicular to the
layers as T~T&c.'

-5
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The subscript 8 on /~ indicates that Eq. (9) can
also be regarded as the length over which biaxial
correlations (at least within a layer) are strong. If
we use optics to determine whether a system is
uniaxial or biaxial then when the condition A,
Ig
holds, the system will be optically uniaxial. A, is
the wavelength of visible light in the medium.
Thus, the tilt angle H=cos x, barring chain
kinking, etc. , is essentially unobservable in the A
phase except by indirect means such as the layer
spacing. Nonzero 8 in the A phase may further
contribute to an already small scattering of light
when the momentum transfer vector q of thermal
fluctuations has a nonzero component normal to
This effec might be observable, but
the layers.
difficult to separate out from scattering due to
volume dilations.
If there is negligible change in layer spacing
through the A-C transition, then it would be
reasonable to expect that for homeotropic alignment in the A phase the undulation instability,
caused by the contraction of the layers, should be
very weak or even absent for the compounds used
in Refs. 5 and 7. Experimental observation of this
night be complicated by the possible first-order
nature of the A-C transition in these compounds.
Although it is outside the scope of this paper, a
further problem that should be considered is an estimation of the elastic constants. Several auhave employed differen methods for
thors
calculating the splay, twist, and bend constants,
E~i, I%;22, and F33 respectively, for the nematic
phase. Essentially, these methods use the mcanfield approximation and are parametrized by some
molecular property.
Since the two-particle interaction has energy
terms favoring nonparallel molecular alignment, it
might appear that one or more of the elastic constants (E;;) are negative. However, in the meanfield approximation the molecules are regarded as
statistically independent and as our phase diagrams
illustrate, the free energy does show that the
nematic and sncctic phases are stable if no deformations are allowed.
If deformations are allowed then we note that
Priest considered a general two-particle potential
including I'2 and I'4 interactions of opposite sign
in estimating the elastic constants. He found that
all thc E" wclc positive. Thus wc cxpcct that an
inherent instability does not occur in our model.
In the smectic-3 phase %~i (splay) is the only
relevcnt constant since j'22 and E33 diverge.
Priest's formulas for E~& should not undergo major

»

'

modification and we also expect from the above argument that X, i & O for the smectic-a phase of our
model. It would of course be useful to carry out a
quantitative estimation of the clastic constants, in
particular, the dilation modulus 8, as well as the

Ejj

~

The authors wish to acknowledge useful discussions and assistance from Dr. A. deVries, Dr. J. W.
Doane, and Dr. A. Saupe.

APPENMX
Here we derive the mean field Eq. (1a) and define the parameters e, 5, and y. The two-particle
energy between uniaxial molecules referenced to an
arbitrary coordinate system (xyz ) is
min(n, I)

oo

U»=

g

nlrb,

=O m

Pg

g
=—

m ()

m

min(n, I)

X F„(O))~I

&.n«&i2)~~0((). o)

(~2),

n+1)A)

in

—I .
i

The factor in large parentheses is the VA'gner coefBcient. ' r ~q is the vector pointing from nolecule 1
to moira)e 2. (r» — r» i. )
Choosing the z axis of the external coordinate
system parallel to +n (or parallel to an applied
magnetic field), we set 0; =(8;(();), i =1,2 as the
orientation of molecule i relative to the coordinate
system (xyz). Subscripted coordinates (x;y;z;)
denote the molecular coordinated system.
For A. & 0, the interaction energy depends on the
i

direction of r&2 If we hold molecule 1 fixed and
average molecule 2 isotropically around on a
sphere centered at molecule 1, we find that only
the term A, =O is nonzero by orthogonality of the
spherical harmonics Y~~ The %igner coefficient
becomes '

n

m

I

—m

0
0

)n

—m(2

+ 1)—1/2

so that n =l.
W'ith this fact in mind, wc return to Eq. (Al).

If
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wei«e, »d B, b n~z«o(Iz, ni=l), »d
r ~z && I

i

(1

i

( U&z &&~&~=

dQ)

I d'ri

molecular length), then rotations
of P, and Pz have little effect on U, z. Averaging
over P~ and Pz we get

have

A,

In

1

(U„&

)p(

~

),

Ui(z)gI)p(z)g)),

so that

(A3)

~

8 means we have absorbed the
Wigner coeAicient and Y„normalization factors
into 8. At this point Humphries et al. multiply
Eq. (A2) by a function n (r~zB„)=n'(r, z)n "(8„).
They equate n'(r &2) to a radial correlation function,
and n "(8„)to a correlation function for 8„. This is
a questionable procedure. Further diNculties arise
if lattice order and orientational order are strongly
%'e circumvent the introduction of a
coupled.
corrdation function and just average Eq. (A2) over
a plane of area A perpendicular to the director
(n ). This assumes there is no long-range order in
the plane. Equation (A2) becomes
The bar over

dQ2

d rq

U&(z&8&)=n

g = g— 8„~~(r~z)Pq(cosB„) .

4m

(A2)

n+1

nl

dQ)

d ri

where
b„~(r~z, B, )=

dQ2

Xp(

g b„I(riz 8.)P
g (cosOi )Pl (cos82),

I d'r,

2799

4a

(U&z&zp(zzBz)

.

To make a connection with Eq. (1) of Sec.
expand the Cnl(z&2) in a Fourier series as

c„l(z,z) =

"

g

c&„le

II, we

—1pqz ) p

(A10)

Since by symmetry the system is invariant under
we get

zi2~ —
z&2
CI

nl=C-p, nl .

(A11}

Equations (A3), (A5), and (A10} relate the c&„1 to
volume integrals of the intermolecular interaction
functions
1~( r iz j.
Using Eqs. (A4), (A10), and (Al 1), we arrive at

~.

( U~q

&~

I

I

= g c„„~cos(pqz~q)P„(cosB, )P~(cosBz)

.

nip

«„&,= &(U„»„„,

Substituting

= gc„~(z&z)P„(cosB&)P~(cosBz),
U~

nl

this into Eq. (A9), we have

c&„p)„„cos(pqz)P~(cos8),
ng —
nip,

Cnl(z, 2)

=

1

dA bnl(r )2, 0,

Ap

),

of plane, and z&2 —
r&2cos8,
The ensemble average of the energy {E)of N

Ap is the area

uniaxial molecules in volume V is

E= ~22

d 3r)

dQ)
4m

d 3r2

g„„=(cospqz

P„(cosB)&,

and the brackets are a thermal average with

p(z, 0) =

—Ul (z8) jkT

dQ

4a

U)2

~ p{r,Q) )p(r2Q2)g (r )2, Q)Q2),
where n =5/V, p(r;Q;) is the one-particle distribution function, g is the indirect pair correlation
function, and U&2 is given be Eq. (A1).
In the mean-field approximation, we set g=1,
use (Uqz &z in place of U~z, and let p(r, Q)~p(z, B)
to arrive at

Equations (A12) and {A13) are Eqs. (1a) and (2a),
repectively, in the text.
Comparing Eq. (A12) and (la), we have

—Vo
C nl

n

& pnl

Reference to Eq. (3b) allows identification of the
parameters. The parameter y is nonzero when we
include two-particle interactions which depend on
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8, i.e., when n+l. For

simplicity we choose y=O
or 1. The parameter 5 controls the purely translational part of U~. The parameter e controls the
P4(x) contributions to U& relative to the P2(x)

part.
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